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Abstract

Introduction:  Meningiomas are the most common benign 
intracranial neoplasms. Although intraosseous meningiomas (IMs) 
are very rare, they are very well described in the literature. These 
lesions can be confused with metastatic carcinomas and bone tumors.

Case report: We present the case about man of 85 years 
old, underwent surgery with radical prostatectomy for prostate 
adenocarcinoma whose cranial tomography (CT) showed a parieto-
temporal tumor with extension to the left frontal bone formed by 
a combination of lytic and blastic areas, suggestive of metastatic 
lesion as first diagnosis. Cranial CT was requested extension study 
given the patient’s underlying disease. The excision of the tumor 
and peritumoral bone fragment was necessary to reach an early 
diagnosis with subsequent cranial bone defect reconstruction using 
acrylic cement cranioplasty. The pathology is reported as intradiploic 
meningioma. The patient was discharged without presenting any 
neurosurgical complication.

Discussion:  The IMs can be two types: primary or secondary. 
True primary type is defined as a lesion that does not involve the 
underlying dura. Secondary type is due to the extension of an 
intracranial meningioma into the calvarium. However, the underlying 
dura may be affected by primary or secondary IMs. Neurological 
signs and symptoms are usually absent in patients. The only curative 
treatment modality is complete resection. Cranial reconstruction 
must be done if the surgical resection is wide.

Conclusion: The osteolytic primary IM is rare but it should 
be considered in differential diagnosis of calvarial lesions even if 
the lesion seems hypermetabolic on PET scan and is diagnosed as 
metastasis. We recommend removing the single skull mass in patients 
with known cancer history.
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mater like neck, nasopharnyx or skin. Winkler, in 1904, first 
described a meningioma originating in an extradural location [1]. 
These lesions can be confused with metastatic carcinomas and 
bone tumors.

Case Report
We present the case about man of 85 years old, underwent 

surgery with radical prostatectomy for prostate adenocarcinoma, 
whose cranial CT showed a parieto-temporal tumor with 
extension to the left frontal bone formed by a combination of lytic 
and blastic areas, suggestive of metastatic lesion as first diagnosis. 
Cranial CT was requested extension study given the patient’s 
underlying disease. The excision of the tumor and peritumoral 
bone fragment was necessary to reach an early diagnosis with 
subsequent cranial bone defect reconstruction using acrylic 

Introduction
Meningiomas are the most common benign intracranial 

neoplasms. Although IMs are very rare, they are very well 
described in the literature. They are mostly seen in adults. 
Extradural meningiomas arise in locations other than the dura 

Figure 1: Preoperative cranial CT.

Figure 2: Postoperative cranial CT.
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cement cranioplasty. The pathology is reported as intradiploic 
meningioma. The patient was discharged without presenting any 
neurosurgical complication.

Discussion
The etiology of IM has not been cleared yet. However, 

proposed theories include some presumed ectopic arachnoid 
cap cells in an extradural location, entrapment/detachment of 
displaced pacchionian bodies during embryonic development, 
displacement of arachnoid islets by a traumatic event or cerebral 
hypertension or a separate origin from a differentiated or 
multipotential mesenchymal cell.

The IMs can be two types: primary or secondary. True primary 
type is defined as a lesion that does not involve the underlying 
dura. Secondary type is due to the extension of an intracranial 
meningioma into the calvarium [2]. However, the underlying 
dura may be affected by primary or secondary IMs [3].

Lang and colleagues have proposed a classification for primary 
extradural meningiomas (*). In agreement with this clasisficacion 
the patient presented a tumor type IIIC. Frontoparietal and orbital 
regions are the most common locations for Ims. Neurological 
signs and symptoms are usually absent in patients. The initial 
symptom is usually a painless expansive mass with normal 
neurological findings. The symptoms are dependent on tumor 
location, size, and involvement of the neighboring structures.

Radiographic findings of IMs are limited and not 
pathognomonic [4]. The tumors are typically either osteoblastic 
or osteolytic, although mixed versions have been reported. Plain 
X-ray skull radiographs can detect abnormalities, especially in the 
osteoblastic type. Hyperostosis, irregular foci of calcification, and 
atypical vascular marking can be seen. Normally these lesions do 

not show a ‘dural tail’.

Histopathologically, these lesions may range from epithelial 
to mesenchymal in appearance. Although they are benign lesions, 
recent studies emphasize that intraosseous meningiomas have 
a higher incidence of malignant characteristics compared to 
intradural meningiomas [5,6]. The typical findings were found 
to be compatible with a meningothelial meningioma in our case.

The differential diagnosis of the osteoblastic type must 
include osteoma, osteosarcoma, Paget’s disease, meningioma 
en plaque and fibrous dysplasia. The osteolytic subtype must be 
differentiated from hemangioma, chondroma, chondrosarcoma, 
dermoid, epidermoid tumor, brown tumor, multiple myeloma, 
plasmacytoma, giant cell tumor, aneurysmal bone cyst, 
eosinophilic granuloma, or metastatic cancer. The only curative 
treatment modality is complete resection. Cranial reconstruction 
must be done if the surgical resection is wide.

Conclusion
The osteolytic primary IM is rare but it should be considered in 

differential diagnosis of calvarial lesions even if the lesion seems 
hypermetabolic on PET scan and is diagnosed as metastasis. 
We recommend removing the single skull mass in patients with 
known cancer history.
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